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forced air drying of crops. A hand-fired fur-
nace can be used, but it requires very close
attention.

How The Drier Works
Heated air is pulled by a fan from the

tobacco barn and is forced into a heated air
tunnel which is connected to the two drying
bins. The flow of heated air from the tunnel
into the drying bins is controlled by opening
or closing gates. The gates release the air,
under pressure, beneath the slatted floors of
the bins. The slatted floors are essential for
good drying because they provide space
beneath the crop. The upward flow of heated
air through the bins removes moisture from
the crop, and in so doing, the air loses most
of its heat.

What The Drier Will Do
From 750 to 1,500 bushels of wheat, oats,

barley, grain sorghum, or soybeans can be
dried by filling the bins three or four times
in ten days; approximately 2,000 bushels of
shelled corn, by filling bins seven times in
three weeks; around 1,000 bushels of ear corn
by filling the bins five times in three weeks;
approximately 800 bushels of hybrid seed
corn with three or four fillings of each bin
in three weeks. It takes longer to dry hybrid
seed corn because of its higher moisture con—
tent, when harvested early to combat insect
damage. About 18,000 pounds of peanuts
picked soon after digging, can be dried by
filling bins five times in two weeks.



Installation Of Drier
Work Required Inside Barn

A false ceiling of asbestos cement board, or sheet metalis laid inside the barn on the bottom tier poles. Asbestos
cement board is preferable. The ceiling should be made upof convenient size sections (say 4’x8'), so that it may be
removed easily when the barn is to be used for curingtobacco. A 4” opening is left between the ceiling and the
barn wall on the side opposite the fan. The ceiling must fittightly against the walls on the other three sides of the barn
and cracks between sections of ceiling should be made tight.
A fan is mounted in the wall of the barn on the side nextto where the drying bins are to be constructed. The centerof the fan should be approximately 4 ft. above the floor ofthe barn and mid-way between corners of the barn. The

motor should be mounted on a platform resting on the
lower tier poles. It must be so located that it can be belted
directly to the fan. The fan and motor is described morecompletely below.

Provisions should be made so far as practical to stopall air leaks below the false ceiling. The lower ventilatorswill be closed when the drier is in operation. Air will enter
the barn through the top ventilator, and will enter the
heating area below the false ceiling through the 4” opening.As it is drawn through this area it will be heated by the hot
flues and then forced into the hot air tunnel by the fan.

Hot Air Tunnels And Drying Bins
The hot air tunnel and drying bins must be protected by

a shed. Once constructed, they" are permanent fixtures and
if a work shed for tobacco curing is needed, it should be
built along one of the other walls.

Concrete Floor
A concrete floor, at least 4” thick should be poured for

the drying shed. The length of the floor will vary for differ-
ent barns. For example, it will be 16 feet long for a 16-footbarn. It should be 10'4” wide, and should be tight against
the foundation wall of the barn. At the time of pouring,
anchor bolts 1/2”x5”, should be placed 4’ on center, so that
all sills for air tunnel and bins can be pulled tight against
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the floor to eliminate air leaks, as well as to anchor walls inplace. It is advisable to place a double thickness of building
paper between sills and the concrete floor.

Building The Walls
The inside walls of the drying bins, from bottom to top,

must be double boarded, with paper between layers ofboards. The first layer of boards (sheathing) may be of
matched lumber, but the second layer should be tongue and
grooved. The layer of paper between the boards should be
well lapped and tacked into place.The same procedure should be followed in building the
inside walls and ceiling of the hot air tunnel. This is re-
quired on the tunnel wall next to the bins to assure that hotair will not be lost through this wall when one bin is empty.An exception may be made on the barn wall within the tun-
nel, provided it is a very tight wall. If there seems anydoubt about it, cover it well with a heavy paper.The outside walls of the drying bins and the hot air tun-
nel should be covered with weather boarding, or a com-parable outside wall. It is recommended that only dry lum-
ber be used for constructing bins and hot air tunnel.

Air Gates
Study the details on the plan before installing air gatesin the wall between the hot air tunnel and the bins. Remem-

ber the heated air must be forced through the contents of
the bins. If gates do not fit tight, hot air will be lost throughan empty bin. For air tight construction, sliding gates are
far superior to hinged gates, and are easier to set and ad-
just to accurately control the flow of air.

Floors Of Drying Bins
Slatted floors, built of 1”x4" boards, made in sectionsapproximately 2 ft. wide, are used in the bins. The details

on the drawing clearly show how they should be constructed
and supported. The length of the bins will vary for differ-
ent barns; for this reason, slatted floor sections should be
made to fit individual bins. The last section of slatted floorfor each bin can be made just wide enough to fit into place.
For ear corn, no covering will be required on top of these

floors, but for small grains, beans, and peanuts, extra cover-
ing is necessary. Perforated metal screens can be cut into
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sections to exactly cover the slatted floors and these may beused year after year. If window screening is used, it isdoubtful that it will last for more than a season.

Unloading Doors
The doors for unloading the bins present a major prob-lem. They must be tight to prevent excessive air leakage,and yet they must be removable. When studying the detailon the drawing, be sure to note that the 1”x4" rider at thetop of the door is not nailed in place. It closes the opening,but it is not attached to the unloading door. The “A” and“B” blocks are securely nailed to the door, so that it may beopened by forcing it to one side. If you prefer some othertype door, remember it MUST BE AIR TIGHT, and youmust be able to open it With the bin filled.

Fan And Motor
The proper movement of air through the crop in the dry-ing bins is of utmost importance. The fan and motor is theheart of the system and must be carefully selected if satis-factory results are to be obtained. .
A fan capable of building up the necessary air pressureand which will not overload the motor under any conditionsshould be used. The Crop Drying Table shows that the twocritical points of air requirement are 2,000 cubic feet perminute, at 1.125 inch static pressure and 6,000 cubic feetper minute at 0.5 inchpstatic pressure. Fans are availablethat will meet these requirements when operated by a onehorse power motor. Two examples of such fans are: Aero-vent, 24 inch, six blade propeller fan, with blades set at 16degree pitch, and operated at 2,150 R.P.M.; Hartzell 24inch, six blade propeller fan, operated at 1,700 R.P.M.
In ordering your fan be sure to specify the two criticalpoints of air requirement, and that the fan is to be operatedwith a one horse power electric motor. Normally it is agood policy to order the motor from the same concern thatfurnishes the fan. This assures a matched unit, with properpulleys and belt.
Since the fan must run at a different speed than themotor, it is necessary to drive the fan with a belt. For thispurpose a “V” belt drive is most satisfactory.A one horse power motor should always be operatedfrom a 220 volt line. It is good insurance to install a motor

PLANS FOR CONS
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starting switch which provides protection against low volt-age, or overloading of the motor.All permanent wiring for the motor should be kept on theoutside of the barn, but under the shed. An extension cordand plug should be used to carry power from an outside re-ceptacle in to the motor.

Operating Instructions
With this system of drying crops the temperature of theair in the heated air tunnel should be kept at approximately105 degrees F. Under no conditions should this air tempera-ture exceed 110 degrees F. when drying crops to be usedlater for seed. Temperatures higher than 110 degrees areIikly to lower the percentage of seed germination.Air will flow more freely through some crops in the dry-ing bins than it will through others. With the fixed systemdescribed, it is absolutely necessary to load the bins to thedepth specified for each crop. To eliminate guesswork, linesshould be painted around each bin at points, 3, 4, and 6 feetabove the sloped floor. The proper depth to load bins foreach crop will be found by referring to the Crop DryingTable.
Both bins 'may be loaded and dried at the same time, orone bin can be unloaded and loaded again while the otherbin is in operation.
To start the drying process in a bin, open the air gate allthe way. If both bins are loaded at the same time, both gatesshould be fully opened. For efficient operation the air gatesshould be lowered periodically. For example, while dryinga crop that requires 4 to 6 days to dry, the air gate, or gatesshould be lowered to close one half the opening, every 24hours. For a crop requiring 2 or 3 days to dry, the gate, orgates should be lowered every 12 hours.A suggested way for unloading the bin is to spread acanvas on the ground directly in front of the unloading door.When the unloading door is opened the crop will flow outonto the canvas.
Bins should be swept clean after unloading. Any material

that collects beneath the sloped floor should be cleaned outseveral times during the season.When the barn is to be used for curing tobacco the fan
and motor should be removed and stored in the heated airtunnel. The fan opening should be closed with asbestosboard, plywood, or tongue and grooved boards.

TRUCTION INSIDE
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